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Abstract The state-of-the-art of white balance technique can handle photos taken under mixed lighting, such as indoor/outdoor or flash/ambient light types. However, the cost for the faithful result is the long CPU time that precludes interaction on personal computers. In this paper, we use commodity graphics processors (GPUs) to accelerate the light mixture estimation for spatially varying white balance. Our implementation on an NVIDIA G80 GPU achieves a performance improvement of around 30X over the dual-thread CPU-based counterpart. Our method enables fast photo white balance at digital home, and can also be used to accelerate pattern recognition and matting applications.
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Introduction



Figure 1. Left: original photograph (in courtesy of [8]). Middle: traditional white balance. Right: white balance with light mixture estimation using [8]’s algorithm (in courtesy of [8]). Our CPU implementation of it takes 55.4 seconds; our GPU acceleration takes 1.8 seconds.



Image processing, such as photo editing, is an important part of digital life and home entertainment. One of the most frequently used photo editing functionalities, white balance, is to restore the natural rendition of the scene that has been affected by the surrounding illumination. For example, Figure 1 (Left) is a photo taken under mixed flash and indoor lighting, and the wall appears unnaturally orange. Most modern cameras and photo editing packages have functionality of white balance; however, these tools generally assume a single light color, which often contradicts with the real case. For example, the white balance result in Figure 1 (Middle) produced by using Photoshop is unsatisfactory. Recently, [8] propose a novel technique that estimates the light mixture at each pixel and produces visually pleasing white balance results, as shown in Figure 1 (Right). ∗
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The technique proposed by [8] is effective. However, it involves intensive computations and is time consuming. For example, it takes about one minute to process the photo in Figure 1 (image size: 640×429) on a commodity dual core CPU. This slow response precludes practical home use, where we want to click a button and wait within seconds. The graphics processing unit (GPU) is a rapidly evolving parallel hardware traditionally designed for 3D graphics. Recent research has shown promising results on using graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate general-purpose computations (GPGPU) [1][2][5][6][11]. GPGPU is particularly attractive to digital home applications for two reasons. First, it is of high performance/cost ratio. A commodity GPU dedicates most transistors to arithmetic rather than cache or control; therefore, it achieves much higher GFLOPS (giga floating-point operations per second) than a CPU at the similar price. Second, the GPU hardware is pervasive; it exists on virtually every personal computer and mobile platform, backed up by the ever-raising entertainment and multimedia markets. Therefore, the GPU is suitable as a personal co-processor that offloads computations from the CPU and benefits the overall performance. There have been studies on image processing on GPUs [2][3]. The related work greatly accelerates traditional image processing such as histogram and filtering [2], or accelerates vision processing such as detection and tracking [3]. In this paper, we investigate to use the GPU to accelerate a recently published white balance algorithm [8], so to make it fast enough for the digital life with family computers. This paper makes the following contributions. First, we develop the GPU parallelization for the state-of-the-art white balance algorithm, which is effective but not efficient on commodity CPUs. Our implementation on an NVIDIA G80 GPU achieves a performance improvement of around 30X over the dual-thread CPU-based counterpart, thus pushes the technique to practical digital life. Second, we conduct detailed code analysis and experimental evaluations to study the behavior of the GPU program, and provide insights on GPU programming for the GPGPU and image processing communities. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the related work and the GPU background. In Section 3, we review the CPU-based algorithm, which is parallelized on the GPU as described in Section 4. We experimentally evaluate our methods in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
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Related Work



2.1



White balance



White balance is a process of removing unrealistic color casts in the photo, so that objects which appear unnaturally lighted are recovered with white surrounding illumination. Most modern cameras and photo editing packages include some functionality to do white balance. There are many simple techniques proposed for white balance and the related problem of color constancy, such as [4]. However, they assume only a single illuminant and may get unsatisfactory results on occasions that the scenes are illuminated by a mixture of lights with different color temperatures. [8] present a light mixture estimation technique for scenes with two light types. They estimate the relative contribution of each light color at each pixel. The algorithm includes a material color estimation step using a voting scheme that is related to pattern recognition algorithms [7], and an interpolation step that retrieves the light mixture at each pixel by using matting algorithms [9]. We will review [8]’s algorithm in detail in Section 3.
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While this algorithm yields more faithfully results, the long CPU runtimes does not allow fast interaction. The photo in Figure 1 (640×429) takes 55 seconds, and bigger images need to be down sampled, which inevitably lose information of the image.



2.2



GPUs



The GPU architecture and GPU co-processing can be modeled as in Figure 2. The GPU consists of many SIMD (single-instruction, multiple data) multiprocessors. The SIMD processors perform best when the program is data-parallel and free of divergence. For example, a data-dependent if-else flow control would cause the two execution paths to be serialized, increasing the execution time. The graphics memory (GRAM) has a high access latency (e.g., 200 cycles for G80), and the GPU caches are relatively small. As a result, the GPU uses massive threading rather than caching to hide the memory latency. Besides, if neighboring threads are accessing neighboring memory addresses in an aligned way, usually called coherent access, then these accesses can be SIMD-optimized into one single memory transaction. This is called coalesced access in CUDA. Nowadays, GPU vendors provide general-purpose APIs such as AMD CAL [1] and NVIDIA CUDA [2]. These APIs are directly hardware-driven and do not invoke the graphics pipeline. This provides the programming with more flexibility and generally higher performance [6]. We used CUDA for our implementation. CUDA provides a multithreaded programming interface extended from the C/C++ language. A minimal CUDA program consists of three steps: (1) Allocate the GRAM space for the data using cudaMalloc(), and copy the input data from the main memory to the GRAM using cudaMemcpy(). (2) Initiate the CUDA kernel code (which is analogous to the shader code) by calling the kernel function labeled by _global_. We can use the thread identifier to locate the corresponding data for each thread. (3) Copy the execution results from GRAM to the main memory. Table 1 Notations used in the paper.
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Figure 2 GPU co-processing model.
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color



Structure of 3 or 2 floats, depending on the color space



float2



Structure of 2 floats



I[]



Input image



N



Number of pixels in the image



m



Material color



Ns



Number of material samples



M[]



Set of final materials



Nm



Number of final materials in M



N1



Number of marked pixels



W[]



Intensity weights of the two lights at each pixel



L[]



Matting laplacian matrix for the image



|w|



Number of elements in the matting window
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2.3



Image processing on GPUs



There have been studies on image processing on GPUs [2][3]. [2] presents several GPU-based image processing implementations, such as histogram, filters, edge detection and wavelet etc. [3] accelerates computer vision algorithms such as detection and tracking using multiple GPUs. Up to now, we are not aware of GPU acceleration of white balance or digital matting algorithms. In this paper, we use the GPU to accelerate the state-of-the-art white balance algorithm, and our acceleration can also be used to accelerate the related pattern recognition and matting applications. Below, we review the CPU-based algorithm and present our GPU-based algorithm. The notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.
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Review of CPU-based Algorithm



In this section, we review the light mixture estimation algorithm [8]. The algorithm models the color at each pixel as I = R(k1L1+K2L2), where the material’s spectral reflectance R and the weights k1 and k2 are unknown and vary per pixel. The two light colors L1 and L2 are constant and are given by the user. The white balance produces an image as if all the lights are white light 1, i.e., WI = R(k11+K21). The key is to solve the material R and the light mixture k1, k2 at each pixel. Please refer to [8] for algorithm details. For completeness, we briefly review the algorithm in five steps, namely Vote, Mark, Disambiguity, GetLaplacian and SolveMixture, as shown in Algorithm 1. Each step is illustrated in Figure 3. (a) Vote(in color I[N], out int vote[Ns]) densely sample the space of all possible materials; 1 for each material i, vote[i]=0; 2 for each pixel p in I 3 4 solve the weights of the two lights at p; 5 if weighted color is close to I[p] 6 vote[i]++; (b) Mark(in color I[N], out float2 W[N], out bool marked[N], out color M[]) //initially, M={} and Nm=0 for each material m in decreased order of vote[m] 1 if vote[m] is too small, break; 2 for each pixel p in I 3 4 if !marked[p] and I[p] votes for m 5 marked[p]=true; write weights to W[p]; 6 M.insert(m); ++Nm; (c) Disambiguity(in color I[N], in color M[Nm], inout bool marked[N]) 1 for each pixel p in I with marked[p]==true 2 for all materials in M 3 if I[p] votes for more than one material 4 marked[p]=false; break; (d) GetLaplacian(in color I[N], out float2 L[N·|w|2]) for each pixel p in I get the matting laplacian. //Element ij of L is defined according to pixels i and j in windows wp centered around p. Here we use float2 to denote both the value and the sparse index (e) SolveMixture(in color I[N], in float2 L[N·|w|2], in float2 W[N], out float alpha[N]) //alpha: the mixture portion Use a sparse matrix solver to minimize a quadratic objective function, with the weights of marked pixels as



3 constraints, and those of other pixels as unknowns. Algorithm 1 Light mixture estimation pseudo code. after processing m3:
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Figure 3 Illustration of each step of the light mixture estimation algorithm.



The time complexity of Step (a)-(e) is O(Ns·N), O(Nm·N), O(N1·Nm), O(N) and O(N), respectively. [7] uses Ns =1024; Nm is usually less than ten; N1 is only a small portion of N. There are computation-heavy loop bodies: Line 4 of Step (a) employs least squares to solve for the two weights, and Step (d) involves heavy matrix and vector calculations, such as multiplication, inverse, mean, variance etc, to get the laplacian of the matting window wk. In sum, Step (a) and (d) are expected to have the longest running time on the CPU, while Step (b) and (c) are expected to have a small overhead.
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GPU-based Algorithm



In this section, we describe our GPU parallelization methods. We first introduce our parallel paradigm, namely strip mining, then introduce the sum primitive employed by the Vote step, and finally analyze the kernel code.



4.1



Parallel paradigm



We follow the parallel paradigm of “strip mining”, where all the T threads together eat up the whole task list of N pixels gradually. Strip mining paradigm is illustrated in Figure 4. It is beneficial to the GPU architecture, since aligned memory accesses from the SIMD threads are coalesced. task list t1



tT t1



tT



Figure 4 Illustration of strip mining parallel paradigm.



In a kernel, strip mining processing is in below form: int i = tid; //thread index while(i < N) process the i-th pixel; i += T; //num. of threads in the kernel



In Algorithm 1, Step (a)-(d) all expose a loop of “for each pixel”, which are therefore similarly parallelized in a strip-mining way. The code pieces out of this loop are performed on the CPU, and the code pieces in shadowed area are what left to be done within each GPU kernel. Therefore,
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we have four kernels, namely vote_kernel, mark_kernel, disamb_kernel, getLap_kernel, for each of the four steps, respectively. Since the per-pixel processing code is similar to that in the corresponding CPU code, we omit listing the kernel code here. Step (e) needs a standard sparse matrix solver, which is not directly parallelizable. Since this step takes only a small portion of the total time and it is well supported by many CPU-based libraries such as LAPACK, we currently use the CPU to perform this step, and leave the GPU parallelization of sparse matrix solvers to the future work.



4.2



Sum primitive



The parallelization of vote[i]++ in Line 6 of code Vote in Algorithm 1 requires inter-thread communication. A straightforward solution is to maintain an Boolean array bVote[N] recording whether each pixel votes for that material, and then apply a reduction operator to it to get the total number of votes. [2] provides a highly optimized reduction implementation, but it assumes the array length to be power of two, which lacks practicability. We modify their implementation into the strip mining form, choosing one thread from each block to output a per-block result. We finally copy the per-block results to the main memory to finalize the sum. An alternative is to use [10]’s highly optimized scan primitive to finalize the sum, but we find that for a small array (e.g. < 512 elements), CPU is faster. Using the sum primitive, Line 3-6 of the code Vote in Algorithm 1 are parallelized as below: int bVote[N]; vote_kernel(bVote); vote = sum_kernel(bVote);



The processing of the i-th pixel in vote_kernel is: bVote[i] = (weighted color close to I[p]) ? 1: 0;



4.3



Kernel code analysis



It is important to study the factors that influence the performance of the GPU kernels. There are in total five kernels, four named after the four steps, together with the sum_kernel. We statically analyze these kernels in two aspects, memory access and divergence. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the GPU performance is SIMD-optimized for coherent memory accesses, and is degraded by divergent execution paths. There are two types of memory access, load and store. We estimate the load/store amount of each kernel (for simplicity, we use the data type’s name to denote its size in byte), and estimate whether the access is coherent. We also count the actual code lines under divergent (div.) execution paths. For example, Line 2-4 of Step (c) in Algorithm 1 is in a divergent path caused by the “with marked[p] == true“ condition. This is not an accurate estimation, but helps us to understand the severity of divergence. The analysis of the kernels is listed in Table 2. We omit explaining the number of calls (#calls) and load/store amount of each kernel. Not shown in Algorithm 1, there are two divergent lines in sum_kernel, one during the halving of working threads in each depth [2], the other from choosing one thread from each block to output. There are several places where memory coherence (coh.) is lost. First, in disamb_kernel, the threads are competing for accessing the same elements of M. Second, in sum_kernel, there is only one thread writing per block, thus loses coherence. Third, in getLap_kernel, the access to the sliding windows wk is misaligned, and the kernel requires frequent store during the matrix/vector
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computations. Table 2 Kernel code analysis. kernel vote_kernel sum_kernel mark_kernel disamb_kernel getLap_kernel
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#calls Ns Ns Nm 1 1



load amount color·N int·N color·N color·(N1·Nm) color·(N·|w|)



load coh. y y y n n



store amount int·N O(1) (bool+float2)·N1 bool·O(N1) float2·O(N |w|2)



store coh. y n y y n



div. lines 0 2 4 11 0



Experiments



We implemented both the CPU- and GPU- based algorithms on a machine with an NVIDIA 8800 GTX GPU and an AMD Athlon Dual Core CPU. The hardware configuration is shown in Table 3. Table 3 Hardware configuration.



Processors Cache DRAM (MB) Bus width (bit)



GPU 1.35 local memory: 16KB × 16 768 384



CPU 2.11 GHz × 2 L1: 64KB × 4, L2: 512KB × 2 2048 64



The programs are implemented using MSVC 8.0, CUDA 2.0 Beta and Matlab R2008a in Windows XP. For the CPU-based algorithm, we implement Step (a)-(c) using MSVC, and call the Matlab code to perform Step (d)-(e) which are mainly matrix/vector computations. For the GPU-based algorithm, we implement Step (a)-(d) using CUDA kernels with MSVC host code, and call the Matlab code to perform Step (e) for the reasons described in Section 4.1. Although this step is on the CPU, we will call this pipeline as GPU-based implementation in the following for convenience. We modify the Matlab code for Step (d)-(e) from [9]’s Matlab implementation of matting laplacian, setting |w|= 4. We use OpenMP to create two threads for Step (a)-(c) of the CPU-based implementation. In specific, we declare “#pragma omp parallel for” preceding the “for each pixel” loops, with an extra word “shared(vote)” preceding Line 3 of Step (a) in Algorithm 1 declaring the shared variable vote[i]. The performance of the dual-thread implementation is 1.5-1.8 times of that of the single-threaded version. Our experiments include three parts. The first part uses the CUDA profiler tool [2] to profile the behavior within each GPU kernel. The second part measures the time breakdown for both CPU and GPU implementations and shows the GPU speedup (CPU time/GPU time). The third part studies the performance scalability with varying image size.



5.1



Profiling



We first use the CUDA Visual Profiler [2] to analyze the inside of each kernel. The profiler is able to profile the runtime kernels and collect statistics such as execution time, memory access, divergence and instruction number etc. Our program takes Figure 1 (Left) as input, and outputs the white-balanced result (Figure 1 (Right)). We run the program a hundred times and get the average numbers. The profiling result is listed in Table 4. Here the profiled terms are execution time (in us), number of incoherent/coherent load/store, number of divergent branches, number of
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dynamic instructions (in fetch), respectively. The profiling generally agrees with our static code analysis in Table 2. Note the huge amount of incoherent memory access and instruction number has caused getLap_kernel the most expensive kernel. The second expensive kernel, disamb_kernel, attributes its cost to the frequent incoherent and coherent access, severe divergence and a large number of instructions. Fortunately, these two kernels are called only once; therefore, they only take a small portion of the overall overhead. Table 4 Profiling of kernel executions. Profiling
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getLap_kernel
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127817
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2179270



0



0
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5.2



Time breakdown



Table 5 lists the time breakdown of each algorithm step processing a photo of size 640×429, as shown in Figure 1 (Left). On the CPU-based implementation, the Matlab time for getting laplacian dominates the overall time. This is the performance bottleneck. The next heavy step is Vote, which is O(Ns·N) and involves intensive least squares computation. The Mark and Disambiguity steps are insignificant in overhead due to the few computation and small number of calls (Nm = 5 in this case). On the GPU-based implementation, the bottleneck shifts to the SolveMixture step. As mentioned, this step is still performed on the CPU. Except for this step, the GPU bottleneck is Vote, which is heavier than GetLaplacian. This is different from the situation on the CPU. We can deduce that the Ns (= 1024) vote_kernels outweigh one getLap_kernel, although the latter is much more heavy per kernel. The speedup of step (a)-(d) is 35, 37, 31, 1026, respectively. It is quite encouraging that the GPU achieves such a great speedup on GetLaplacian, which is highly computation-intensive and free of divergence flow, a typical match of the GPU features. Finally, since now the performance bottleneck for the GPU-based implementation is the CPU-based sparse matrix solver, the future work of parallelizing this step would be highly profitable. Table 5 Time breakdown (unit: ms). Step
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GPU time
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14



1
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5.3



Varying workload



Now we vary the image size and test the scalability of the algorithms on each step. We up/down sample the photo of Figure 1 (Left) (using lanczos filter, preserving aspect ratio) so that the image size (the larger dimension) doubles from 80 to 1280. With the varying image size, we measure the CPU time and GPU time (exclude Step (e)) for Step (a)-(e). The speedup is plotted along the
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secondary y-axis. As shown in Fig. 5, the GPU implementation constantly outperforms the CPU side for any size, and the speedup still increases as the image size grows. This indicates that the GPU is underutilized on small images, and its potential is yet to be fully exploited on large images for Step (a). For an image size of 1280, the speedup exceeds 40 times. The situation is the same in Step (b)-(d) (Figure 6-8). The speedup in Step (b) approaches 60. For Step (c), Disambiguity is called only once, and its overhead is negligible on the GPU. The timing in Fig. 7 is measured in ms, and we do not measure the speedup at finer time precisions. For Step (d), the tremendous speedup again shows the GPU’s aptness at heavy data-parallel computations. At last, Fig. 10 shows the total processing time, and the overall speedup is around 30 for images of size larger than 80. 50
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Fig. 6 Performance of Step (b).
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Conclusion



The graphics processor is an attractive part of the digital platform, due to its high performance/price ratio and its pervasiveness in the digital life. The continuing advances in hardware and the recent improvements on programmability make GPUs even more suitable for general-purpose processing than before. In this paper, we have proposed the GPU parallelization of the state-of-the-art white balance algorithm. The performance ratio to the dual-threaded CPU-based algorithm is around 30, and would be even much higher if we parallelize the sparse matrix solver. We have analyzed and profiled the kernel code in detail; by understanding the factors that influence the kernel performance, we could improve the algorithm design and implementation. In the future, we intend to study the sparse matrix solver on the GPU and push the white balance to interactive speed. Since the Vote and GetLaplacian steps can serve as fundamental operations in pattern recognition and digital matting algorithms, we would like to extend our method to accelerate related computer vision and digital matting problems.
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digital life with family computers. This paper makes the following contributions. First, we develop the GPU parallelization for the state-of-the-art white balance algorithm, which is effective but not efficient on commodity CPUs. Our implementation on an NVIDIA G80 GPU achieves a performance improvement of around. 
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